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Visualization Interaction and 
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The Predictable Side of 
Unpredictable Humans



Is it possible for an AI to 
collaborate in visual analytics, 
understanding and predicting our 
behaviors to enhance our analytical 
capabilities?



Visual Analytics is the science of analytic 
reasoning facilitated by interactive 

visualizations.

















It's not just about making predictions but about 
understanding the context of your queries, the 
nuances of your exploration, and adapting to 
enhance your analytical journey. 
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learn from our actions? 
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Machine Learning for Time Series

• Samples arrive sequentially
• Sample size is unknown and varies
• Data are not available during training
• Waiting for until time T to accumulate a batch may not be feasible

• Eliminates recurrent Neural Network (rNN), i.e., long short-term memory 
network

• Notoriously difficult to train
• Require temporal relationships of the past and future to be similar



We use a hidden Markov 
model to represent 
evolving attention 
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3. Define dynamical model
4. Define observational model
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Formal definition of Hidden States

1. Define hidden states
2. Define observations
3. Define dynamical model
4. Define observational model

Mark Space: The set of N visual features extracted from 
the visualization (e.g., position, size, and color)
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Formal definition of Observations

1. Define hidden states
2. Define observations
3. Define dynamical model
4. Define observational model

Any user interaction with visual elements (.e.g. mouse click, 
key stroke, eye gaze, speech, pan, zoom)



Shifts in Attention
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Observational Model
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Formal definition of Observational Model

1. Define hidden states
2. Define observations
3. Define dynamical model
4. Define observational model

Loosely translates to “people will interact with elements related 
to their hidden attention space.”



One additional component…



Bias Vector

• It is useful to consider bias when modeling attention
• Attention at time t+1 is similar to attention at time t



Applying hidden Markov model to 
visualizations

1. Define hidden states
2. Define observations
3. Define dynamical model
4. Define observational model



Making predictions











All models are wrong, but some are useful.

- George E. P. Box



Study Procedures

• 30 subjects
• 17 women
• Average age of 33



Type-Based Task

E.g., Find the Homicide 
that differs from the 
others.



Geo-Based Task

E.g., In the red-shaded 
area, what is the ratio 
of crimes that 
happened in the 
morning?



Mixed Type

E.g., In the red-shaded 
area, what is the ratio 
of theft crimes?



Data Collection & Cleaning

• 30 participants: 180 trials in total
• After cleaning 78 trials remained 

• (23, 27, and 28 trials for Type-Based, Mixed and Geo-Based tasks respectively)



Prediction Accuracy
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Prediction Accuracy (with noise)
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Summary

• This a framework for representing, modeling, 
and predicting latent attention

• Demonstrate that the model can accurately 
predict attention and interactions before 
they occur.

Ottley, Alvitta, Roman Garnett, and Ran Wan. "Follow the clicks: Learning and anticipating mouse interactions during 
exploratory data analysis." In Computer Graphics Forum, vol. 38, no. 3, pp. 41-52. 2019.





We assume that attributes drive a user’s 
interactions
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Competing Models
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k-Nearest 
Neighbors

Boosted Naive 
Bayes

Hidden Markov 
Model

Competing 
Models

Attribute 
Distribution

Adaptive 
Contextualization

Analytic Focus



Challenge 2
Create a feedback loop. How 
might we respond to learned 

behavior and manage the 
communication from AI to user? 





Providing guidance during data exploration

We aimed to: 

• Create a human–machine team for interactive data discovery.

• Empirically evaluate the impact of such team on user interactions 
and discovery throughput.  

Monadjemi, Shayan, Sunwoo Ha, Quan Nguyen, Henry Chai, Roman Garnett, and Alvitta Ottley. "Guided Data Discovery in 
Interactive Visualizations via Active Search." In 2022 IEEE Visualization and Visual Analytics (VIS), pp. 70-74. IEEE, 2022.





Crowd-sourced User Study

Control Group
No guidance

Active Search Group
Received guidance from active search

10 Minutes



Crowd-sourced User Study
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Crowd-sourced User Study

Control Group Active Search Group

Hovers per Minute 16.7 ± 1.19 14.3 ± 1.23 0.0112
Relevant Hovers per Minute 6.7 ± 0.68 9.2 ± 1.12 0.0001
Hover Purity 0.39 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.05 0.0001



A large percentage of 
people ignored the 
recommendations



Those who didn’t use recommendations were most likely to see they 
didn’t trust the suggestions.

71

Monadjemi, Shayan, Sunwoo Ha, Quan Nguyen, Henry Chai, Roman Garnett, and Alvitta Ottley. "Guided Data Discovery in 
Interactive Visualizations via Active Search." In 2022 IEEE Visualization and Visual Analytics (VIS), pp. 70-74. IEEE, 2022.

Average Trust Ratings

Interacted with 
suggestions

Did not interact
with suggestions



A large percentage of 
people ignored the 
recommendations

Blind trust can be 
equally problematic 



Trust Calibration

● There are several levels of trust: distrust, trust, blind trust 

● Trust calibration aligns the trust put into a VA system by the user 
with the machine’s actual trustworthiness through communicating 
uncertainties, providing visual cues, etc. 

73

Han, Wenkai, and Hans-Jörg Schulz. "Beyond trust building—Calibrating trust in visual analytics." In 2020 IEEE workshop on trust and expertise in visual analytics (TREX), pp. 
9-15. IEEE, 2020.

Zhang, Yunfeng, Q. Vera Liao, and Rachel KE Bellamy. "Effect of confidence and explanation on accuracy and trust calibration in AI-assisted decision making." In Proceedings 
of the 2020 Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency, pp. 295-305. 2020.
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87% flu flu, 87%

Control No Explanations Confidence Keyword Keyword + Confidence

Trust calibration, controlling for transparency level and task difficulty



No measurable difference in behavioral trust



No measurable difference in subjective trust



AI guidance encouraged exploration diversity



Challenge 3
Develop new theoretical models that 
acknowledge the collaborative potential of 
AI. What are the ramifications?



Human—Computer Collaboration for Visual Analytics:

an Agent-based Framework

Shayan Monadjemi1, Mengtian Guo2, David Gotz2, Roman Garnett1, Alvitta Ottley1

1 Washington University in St. Louis
2 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill



I can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.



Interact with Visual Interface

Present the Model/Data Visually

Visual Analytics ProcessI can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.
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I can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.

EnvironmentAgent

Perceive

Act
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I can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.

• Simple Reflex
• Model-Based
• Goal-Based
• Utility-Based
• Learning 

The AI agent framework gives us a vocabulary to 

reason about the analyst’s goals and behavior



I can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.

• Simple Reflex
• Model-Based
• Goal-Based
• Utility-Based
• Learning 

The AI agent framework gives us a vocabulary to 

reason about the analyst’s goals and behavior I can make 

decisions and 

initiate actions.



Human Agent(s) VA Environment

Analysts

Decision makers

Domain experts

Novice users

Data sets

Visual interfaces

Hyper-parameters

Specifications

Artificial Agent(s)

Guidance engines

Autonomous tasks

Models

Human-initiated actions AI-initiated actions

Human perception of environment AI perception of environment
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Human Agent(s) VA Environment Artificial Agent(s)

Analysts

Decision makers

Domain experts

Novice users

Data sets

Visual interfaces

Hyper-parameters

Specifications

Guidance engines

Autonomous tasks

Models

Human-initiated actions AI-initiated actions

Human perception of environment AI perception of environment

To what degree can the agents observe the state of the environment?
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To what degree are the agents knowledgeable about the impact of their actions on the environment?

Does the environment respond deterministically to actions?
Is the environment static or dynamic?

What is the number of agents acting upon the environment? 
Are the agents cooperative? 
Are the agents collaborative?

What is the high-level behavior of the agents (i.e., simple reflex, model-based reflex, goal-based, utility-based, learning)?



Human Agent VA Environment Artificial Agent

Home buyer/ 

traveler
Data sets

Visual interfaces

Guidance engine

Human-initiated actions AI-initiated actions

perception of environment

(Partially observable)
perception of environment 

(Fully observable)

Cooperative? Collaborative? Adversarial?



Is it possible for an AI to 
collaborate in visual analytics, 
understanding and predicting our 
behaviors to enhance our analytical 
capabilities?



Quietly observe and learn from 
our actions

Provide guidance based on 
learning data interest.

One potential theoretical model that 
acknowledge the collaborative potential of AI. 
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